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QUESTION 1

A company\\'s security posture requires the ENS firewall to be enabled; however, the team is unsure of communication
flows in the environment. In which of the following modes should the ePO administrator deploy the firewall policy to
achieve flow awareness? 

A. Adaptive Mode 

B. Interface Mode 

C. Enforce Mode 

D. Observe Mode 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

In which of the following ways does Dynamic App Containment protect against malware? 

A. It checks for spyware, unwanted programs, and viruses based on known patterns. 

B. It monitors communication between the computer and the network. 

C. It detects malicious files and activities using machine-learning techniques. 

D. It limits the actions unknown applications can take on the end system. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

The ePO administrators have already tuned and configured dynamic application containment rules within the policy. In
which of the following ways will dynamic application containment protect against malware once enforcement is
enabled? 

A. The scan engine will learn the behavior of the application and send up to GT1 for analysis, and then receive an action
to block all actions from the application\\'s process. 

B. If an application\\'s reputation is below the threshold while triggering a block rule and is not an excluded application,
malicious behavior of the application will be contained. 

C. The ENS client will receive the reputation as "highly suspicious" from either the McAfee GTI or TIE server, and then
immediately uninstall the application on the system. 

D. The adaptive threat protection scanner will send the file automatically to a preconfigured "Sandbox" folder and
analyze the application for malicious features before use. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

The security team has requested that adaptive threat protection be integrated with a TIE server. Which of the following
is required? 

A. Data Exchange Layer 

B. Advanced Threat Defense 

C. Event Security Manager 

D. Active Response 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator is running new software, and a file is detected by the On-Access scanner as a Potentially Unwanted
Program. In which of the following ways can the administrator prevent the file from being detected? 

A. Adding the process name within standard process settings 

B. Excluding by detection name 

C. Adding to Potentially Unwanted Program Detections. 

D. Configuring low-risk settings and low risk the software 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

By using which of the following techniques does Real Protect scanner inspect suspicious files and activities on an
endpoint to detect malicious patterns? 

A. Machine learning 

B. Intrusion prevention 

C. Sandboxing 

D. Static code analysis 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

After enabling a timed group in the firewall policy, in which of the following ways does the user enable the group? 

A. Moving the mouse to the upper-right corner of the screen 
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B. Running MFEtime.exe from the start menu 

C. From the McAfee system tray icon 

D. Inside the ENS console 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

A user is unable to access a website. The Web Control browser toolbar appears gray. Other websites are accessible.
Which of the following features of ENS Web Control has been enabled and is causing the issue? 

A. Block links to risky sites in the search results. 

B. Block phishing pages for all sites. 

C. Block sites that are not verified by GTI. 

D. Block sites by default if the McAfee GTI ratings server is not reachable. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which of the following is the MAIN benefit of using Threat Intelligence Exchange (TIE) and Data Exchange Layer
(DXL)? 

A. They enable centralized management of adaptive-threat-protection policies. 

B. They store and pass file reputation to managed endpoints and McAfee products. 

C. They distribute signature-based content to managed systems. 

D. They conduct scanning of files on managed systems for threats. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator wants to know how many machines have exploit prevention enabled. Which of the following
dashboards installed with ENS should the administrator look at? 

A. Endpoint Security: Environmental Health 

B. Endpoint Security: Threat Behavior 

C. Endpoint Security: Content Status 

D. Endpoint Security: Installation Status 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

A user navigates to a website and notices a small blue square around an "M" in the upper-right corner of the Chrome
browser. Which of the following does the blue color indicate within the toolbar? 

A. It is an internal website. 

B. Web Control is disabled. 

C. No rating is available. 

D. It is a phishing website. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

By default, an individual file is flushed from the Adaptive Threat Protection local reputation cache every: 

A. 7 days. 

B. 14 days. 

C. 30 days. 

D. 60 days. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

An ePO administrator wants to configure system utilization for on-demand scanning to conform to best-practice
recommendations based on the ENS Product Guide. To do this, the administrator should: 

A. set system utilization to "Normal" for systems with end-user activity and "Low" for systems with large volumes/little
end-user activity. 

B. set system utilization to "Low" for systems with end-user activity and "Normal" for systems with large volumes/little
end-user activity. 

C. set system utilization to "Low" for systems with end-user activity and "Low" for systems with large volumes/little end-
user activity. 

D. set system utilization to "Below Normal" for systems with end-user activity and "Normal" for systems with large
volumes/little end-user activity. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 14

If the ePO server\\'s access to the Internet is allowed, which of the following options would the administrator have to
check in the McAfee ENS Migration Assistant extension? 

A. Software Manager 

B. Server Client Package Install 

C. Master Repository 

D. Workstation Client Package Install 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

An ePO administrator decides to define a trusted network in the firewall policy. This will result in: 

A. an inbound directional allow rule for that remote network. 

B. an outbound directional allow rule for that remote network. 

C. a bidirectional allow rule for that remote network. 

D. a bidirectional deny rule for that remote network. 

Correct Answer: A 
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